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The secondary polytope Z(d) of a configuration & of n points in alline (d- l)- 
space is an (n - d)-polytope whose vertices correspond to regular triangulations of 
conv(d). In this article we present three constructions of Z(d) and apply them to 
study various geometric, combinatorial, and computational properties of secondary 
polytopes. The first construction is due to Gel’fand, Kapranov, and Zelevinsky, 
who used it to describe the face lattice of Z(d). We introduce the universal 
polytope +2(d) c /h\* R”, a combinatorial object depending only on the oriented 
matroid of d. The secondary Z(d) can be obtained as the image of 4?(a) under 
a canonical linear map onto Iw”. The third construction is based upon Gale 
transforms or oriented matroid duality. It is used to analyze the complexity of 
computing T(d) and to give bounds in terms of n and d for the number of faces 
Of z(d). 0 1990 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND POLYHEDRAL PRELIMINARIES 
In their recent work on generalized hypergeometric functions and 
discriminants, Gel’fand, Kapranov, and Zelevinsky [ 10, 111 introduced the 
secondary polytope L’(d) of an affine point configuration d, where the 
vertices of C(d) are in one-to-one correspondence with the regular 
triangulations of the “primary polytope” P= conv(&). In spite of its 
algebraic origin as the Newton polytope of the principal d-determinant 
(for ~4 c Z”), this polytope is of independent interest for combinatorial 
convexity. A special case which has received much attention in 
combinatorics [14-163 and theoretical computer science [21], as well as 
topology [23], is the associuhedron, which is the secondary polytope of a 
convex n-gon. 
It is the objective of the present paper to provide a self-contained and 
comprehensive study of secondary polytopes. We shall give three alter- 
native descriptions of C(d). Section 2 is expository, giving the original 
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construction due to Gel’fand, Kapranov, and Zelevinsky, including essen- 
tially the proof that they give in [ll]. This proof is direct and analytic, 
providing vertex coordinates for the secondary polytope and a complete 
description of the facial structure of E(d). 
In Section 3 we express the secondary polytope 2’(&) as the projection 
of the universal polytope G(d) which is a certain polytope contained the 
exterior algebra A, R”. This approach is based on the techniques used in 
[9] and it has the important advantage that it separates the combinatorial 
and metrical properties of the secondary polytope in a systematic way. 
In Section 4 we give a geometric description of z(&) using Gale trans- 
forms. Compared to the two previous treatments, this point of view is the 
most constructive one because it leads to an algorithm for computing all 
regular triangulations of d and therefore all vertices of C(d). We illustrate 
the effectiveness of the Gale transform approach with a complete descrip- 
tion of the secondary of the cyclic 4-polytope with 8 vertices. 
Section 5 deals with the computational complexity of secondary 
polytopes. We give a bound in terms of n and d for the number of faces of 
C(d), and we show that our bound is sharp for the class of Lawrence 
polytopes [l]. In particular, we will see that z(d) is a zonotope whenever 
J&’ is the vertex set of a Lawrence polytope. 
Throughout this paper d = {a,, az, . . . . a,,} denotes a subset of IF’ which 
spans an affine hyperplane. A triangulation of d is a triangulation of the 
(d- 1)-polytope P := conv(&‘) with vertices in &‘. We identify R” with the 
vector space R”’ of real valued functions on d. Given a fixed triangulation 
A of d, then every II/ E R” induces a unique piecewise linear function glL.d 
on the polytope P. More precisely, this function is defined by assigning 
glL,Jai) := qj for vertices aj of A and by the requirement that gti., be an 
affine function on each simplex of A. Consider the set 
U(d, A) := {t+b E R”: g+,, is a convex function, and 
g$,,(a;) 6 It/i whenever ai is not a vertex of A}. 
It is easy to check that %‘(d, A) is a closed polyhedral cone and that the 
collection 
F(d) := {%?(&, A): A is a triangulation of &) 
covers R”. We call this collection the secondary fan of d. This terminology 
will be justified in the proof of Theorem 1.3. 
In the following we recall some general facts about convex polytopes and 
polyhedral fans. By a complex we mean a family of polyhedra, the intersec- 
tion of any two of which is a face of each and is itself in the family. A fan 
in R” is a complex of polyhedral cones that covers R”. At times, we will 
specify a fan by giving a subcomplex containing at least its maximal cells. 
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This is the case, for example, with the collection F(&‘) defined above. The 
normal cone of a polytope Q c R” at a point p E Q is defined as 
where ( ., . ) denotes the standard scalar product in R”. The normal fan of 
Q, denoted N(Q), is the collection of cones N(Q, p) where p E Q. 
LEMMA 1.1. The normal cone .H(Q, p) of a polytope Q at p E Q has 
non-empty interior I$ and only tf p is a vertex of Q. More generally, the 
codimension of JV(Q, p) equals the dimension of the largest face of Q 
containing p. 
A polyhedral fan 9 in R” is said to be strongly polytopal if there exists 
a polytope Q c IF!” such that 5 = N(Q). Suppose that Q is an n-polytope 
containing the origin of R” in its interior. Then the collection of polyhedral 
cones which are obtained as positive hulls of all facets of Q is called the 
interior point fan of Q. The following proposition summarizes some known 
facts about strongly polytopal fans and Minkowski sums of polytopes (cf. 
[22, 121). In (2) the intersection 9 nB’ of two polyhedral fans is 
understood as the fan of all intersections of cones from 9 and 9’. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. (1) A fan 9 is strongly polytopal if and only zf it is 
the interior point fan of a polytope Q. In that case 9 is the normal fan 
N(Q*) of the polar polytope to Q. 
(2) The intersection of strongly polytopal fans corresponds to the 
Minkowski addition of polytopes, i.e., M( Q + Q’) = N(Q) n M(Q’). 
(3) For two strongly polytopal fans 9 = N(Q) and 9’ = M(Q’) we 
have 5 < 9”I’ (i.e., F”’ refines F) if and only if Q < Q’ (i.e., AQ is a 
Minkowski summand of Q’ for some A > 0). 
(4) A strongly polytopal fan 9 = N(Q) determines Q uniquely (up to 
homothety) if and only if Q is indecomposable (i.e., P < Q implies P = LQ for 
some 1> 0). 
(5) The normal fan of a zonotope is a central hyperplane arrangement. 
For examples of fans which are not strongly polytopal see [S, p. 119, 
Fig. 3; 19, p. 851. Using the language of polyhedral fans, the existence of 
a secondary polytope can be expressed as follows. 
THEOREM 1.3 (Gel’fand, Kapranov, and Zelevinsky). The secondary fan 
F(d) of any affine point configuration JX? is strongly polytopal. That is, 
there exists a secondary polytope Q = Z(d) in R” whose normal fan J’“(Q) 
equals 9(d). 
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Proposition 1.2 (4) tells us that we cannot expect the secondary polytope 
C(d) to be unique (up to homothety) because it may be decomposable 
into non-trivial Minkowski summands (see Corollary 4.4). In particular, 
C(d) is highly decomposable when d consists of n points in convex 
position in the afline plane (i.e., d= 3). In [16] (see also [ 151) Lee gave 
a geometric construction of the associahedron .E’(&), which is a simple 
(n - 3)-dimensional polytope with n(n - 3)/2 facets and (l/(n - l))( 2,“:;) 
vertices (the Catalan number). It follows from the results in [22] that the 
associahedron has (“y2) d g e rees of freedom in choosing a secondary 
polytope for the n-gon. 
We note that Lee also constructed secondary polytopes in the case 
n d d+ 2 (see [lS] and Proposition 2.2). Around the same time, Haiman 
[14] gave an independent, and somewhat different, construction for the 
associahedron. Much earlier than this, Stasheff [23] had constructed the 
associahedron as a geometric cell complex, although he did not address 
whether it could be realized as a convex polytope. 
An interesting application of the associahedron to theoretical computer 
science has recently been given by Sleator, Tarjan, and Thurston [21]. 
These authors derive a tight upper bound for the rotation distance between 
binary trees with n nodes by proving that the diameter of the 
associahedron equals 2n - 10, for large n. From Fig. 4 in [21] we can see 
that the secondary polytope of a hexagon is a simple 3-polytope with 14 
vertices, 21 edges, and 9 facets. 
2. THE ANALYTIC CONSTRUCTION AND THE FACE LATTICE 
0~ THE SECONDARY 
The following analytic description of the secondary polytope is the 
original one due to Gel’fand, Kapranov, and Zelevinsky [ 10, 11). We 
include it here for completeness. Let 
where 
Q :=conv{d,: d is a triangulation of &}, (2.1) 
dd := i (c (vol(t):r~d and icr}).e,. (2.2) 
i= 1 
In this formula ei denotes the ith standard basis vector of R”, and vol(r) 
denotes the volume of the (d- 1)-simplex conv{a,,, ur2, . . . . urd). 
First Proof of Theorem 1.3 (Gel’fand, Kapranov, and Zelevinsky). 
Since both collections g(d)= {$?(&, d)} and N(Q) = {N(Q, d,)> cover 
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R”, and since M(Q) is a fan, it will suffice to prove the inclusion 
%(Jz!, A) E X(Q, tid). Note that this will also show that the collection 
F(d) defines a polyhedral fan. 
Let $ E %?(a, A). Then gJr,d is a piecewise linear convex function whose 
graph contains or lies below the point (ai, ei)o lR?+’ for i= 1, . . . . n. This 
implies that 
&,A(X) G &,A,(X) (2.3) 
for all x E P = conv(d) and for all other triangulations A’ of d. Conse- 
quently, 
s gs,&) dx GXSP s gw(x) dx x~p (2.4) 
for all triangulations A’ of d. We evaluate the integral on the left hand side 
as follows: 
i,,, gdxf dx= c j g&x) dx 
TEA XE= 
= 1 vol(r) . (“barycenter of the simplex r”) 
TEA 
= 1 vol(z) - f .: b$,A(a,) 
TEA 1=1 
=$,,i c vol(r)=~~~~~A)* 
icred 
Since the same formula holds for A’, Eq. (2.4) implies ($, 4A) < (+, tiA8) 
for all triangulations A’ of &. But this is precisely the condition that $ is 
contained in JV(Q, dA), which is the normal fan at dd of the convex hull 
of the dA?s. 1 
A triangulation d of d is said to be regular if there exists a function on 
P that is piecewise linear and strictly convex with respect to A. (A convex 
piecewise linear function over a triangulation A is said to be strictly conuex 
if it is given by a different linear function on each maximal cell of A.) This 
condition is equivalent to %?(d, A) having non-empty interior. Distinct 
regular triangulations must have distinct cones, since a point in the interior 
of one cone (coming from a strictly convex function over the corresponding 
triangulation) cannot belong to any other cone. Thus, we get the following 
corollary from Theorem 1.3. 
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COROLLARY 2.1. The vertices of the secondary polytope Q = C(SZZ) are in 
one-to-one correspondence with the regular triangulations of d. 
Suppose one knows all the vectors 4dr but not the actual triangulations 
d. Then any regular triangulation A of z&’ is uniquely determined by the 
vector 0,. To reconstruct A from the set of vectors #d,, first note that 
where K* denotes the cone polar to K. A d-tuple r = (r,, . . . . td) defines a 
facet of A if and only if there is a Ic/ E %?(&‘, A) with $j = 0 for Jo z and 
Gj 2 1 for j# r. One may determine the existence of such a Ic/ by linear 
programming. We will see in Example 2.4 that a triangulation A may nor 
be determined by its vector 4d if it is not regular. 
Let us first summarize a few positive results concerning the regularity of 
triangulations. The lexicographic triangulations of d constructed in [2] are 
easily seen to be regular. These triangulations have the important property 
that they depend only on the oriented matroid [3] of d and not its 
specific realization. It is shown in [2] that all triangulations of a convex 
n-gon are lexicographic, and consequently all triangulations are regular if 
& is a planar afhne point configuration in convex position. If d is not in 
convex position, then there exist non-regular triangulations (cf. Fig. 1). 
Using Gale diagram techniques, Lee [ 171 has recently proved that all 
triangulations of point sets with small “codimension” are regular. 
PROPOSITION 2.2 (Lee). If n d d + 2, then all triangulations of SZ’ are 
regular. 
A polyhedral subdivision Ii’ of ,v/ is a collection of subsets of d, called 
faces of Z7, such that the set of polytopes { conv(r) ) r E Z7} is a polyhedral 
complex that covers P = conv(&). As with triangulations, we call Z7 regular 
if there is a function on P that is strictly convex and piecewise linear with 
respect to n. Given two polyhedral subdivisions 17, and 17? of d, we say 
17, refines ZZ,, written 17, < n, , if every face of 17, is a subset of some face 
of 17,. Consider the poset P(&‘) of all regular polyhedral subdivisions of 
&, ordered by refinement. 
THEOREM 2.3. For any configuration d, the poset 9(d) is a lattice 
which is anti-isomorphic to the face lattice of the secondary polvtope C(d). 
Proof If we define 
%?(Jzz’, n) := { $ E R”: there is a piecewise linear convex function g 
over I7 with g(ai) = $i for aiE t E l7, g(a,) d $i otherwise}, 
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then the proof of Theorem 1.3 given above also shows that %?(a, I7) is the 
normal cone to a face of the secondary polytope Q = C(d). This defines a 
map 17~ %‘(zzZ, I7) from P(d) to Jr/-(Q) (considered as its lattice of faces). 
To construct the inverse, let F be a face of Q and define T(F) to be the 
set of all regular triangulations A of zz’ such that 4d E F. Let n(F) be the 
finest regular subdivision of d refined by each A E T(F). We claim that 
%?( zzZ, Z7( F)) = JV( Q, F). The inclusion %( XI, I7( F)) c JV( Q, F) is straight- 
forward. To see that %‘(A&‘, n(F)) 2 X(Q, F), take $ E relint Jlr( Q, I;). Then 
+ induces a convex function g over P, piecewise linear with respect to a 
regular subdivision I7’ of P. Now for A E T(F) we have that g#,, =g 
because gti,d has the same integral as g and g+,d >g. This equality is 
equivalent to 17’ < A. On the other hand, if A 4 T(F), glL,A must have a 
larger integral than g, implying that Z7’K A. So ZZ’< 17(F) showing 
ti E g(dol, JT)). 
Note that for regular II and ZZ’, we have %(&, I7) c %(J&‘, ZI’) if and 
only if IZ=$n’, and so the map ZIHV(&, I7) and its inverse are both 
order preserving. 1 
The poset of all polyhedral subdivisions of d is in general not polytopal. 
In fact, it may have maxima1 chains of unequal length. See [lS] for an 
example. A 2-dimensional example can be made using the contiguration in 
the following example. 
EXAMPLE 2.4. Let d= {a,, . . . . ah} c R3 where a, = (4,0,0), a2= 
(0, 4,0), a3 = (0, 0, 4), a4 = (2, 1, l), a5 = (1, 2, l), a6 = (1, 1, 2). We will 
describe two distinct triangulations A, and A, of d such that 
(2) both A, and A, are not regular. 
First note that assertion (1) implies assertion (2). For, suppose (1) holds 
and A, is regular. Then ddl = #d2 is a vertex of Z(d), and A, is also 
regular. But then Corollary 2.1 implies A, = A,. Consider the two 
triangulations 
A, := { 125, 134, 145,236,256,346,456) 
and 
A, := { 124, 136, 146,235,245,356,456} 
of G? which are depicted in Fig. 1. 
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FIG. 1. Two non-regular triangulations A, and AZ with dd, = bd2. 
Writing [V/C] for the absolute value of the determinant det(a,, aj, a,), we 
compute 
~$~,=([125]+ [134]+ [145])e,+([125]+ [236]+ [256])e, 
+ ([134] + [236] + [346])e, 
+ (Cl343 + Cl453 + [346] + [456])e, 
+ ([ 125]+ [ 145]+ [256] + [456])e, 
+ ([236] + [256] + [346] + [456])e, 
= 36e, + 36e, + 36e, + 28e, + 28e5 + 28e, 
= dA, = ([ 124]+ [136] + [ 146])e, + ([ 124]+ [235] + [245])e, 
+ (Cl361 + [235] + [356])e, 
+ ([124] + [146] + [245] + [456])e, 
+ ([235] + [245] + [356] + [456])e, 
+ ([ 136]+ [146] + [356] + [456])e,. 
In this example the secondary L’(d) is a 3-dimensional polytope, and 
the point dd, = #dz is contained in the relative interior of a facet of C(d). 
3. THE UNIVERSAL POLYTOPE 
Here we construct the secondary polytope Q = C(d) as a projection of 
a certain higher-dimensional polytope. The universal polytope a(d) of the 
point configuration d will be defined as the convex hull in & IL!” of a set 
of d-vectors associated with triangulations of P = conv &‘. The universal 
polytope &(Jz!) depends only on the oriented matroid [3] of the point 
configuration SZ’, and not on the specific embedding. 
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Let A be the n x d matrix whose ith row contains the homogeneous 
coordinates of ai. Without loss of generality we may assume 
. . . 
al,d- 1 
. . . 
a2,d- 1 
. . 
. . . a :I n,d- 1 (3.1) 
We denote by q the exterior product of the columns of A, so q is a simple 
(or decomposable) d-vector in l\d IX”. If {e,, . . . . e,} is the standard basis of 
IV, then the d-vectors 
el = en, A ... A eld, 
n’?lf(n, d) := ((t?.,, . . . . /$,)I 1 <t$ < ... <&<n}, (3.2) 
form an orthonormal basis of l\d l??“. We associate to any triangulation A 
of d the d-vector 
CPA := 1 sign(rl, ei> .eA, (3.3) 
ISA 
which is called the projection form of A. The factor sign{ q, el) is just the 
orientation of the simplex conv{a,,, . . . . aA,}. Note that this orientation can 
also be defined intrinsically: The simplicial complex d is an orientable 
manifold with boundary, and hence each of its facets I has a unique orien- 
tation sign,(l) in A (up to a global sign change). We have sign,(l) = 
sign( ‘I, en) which shows that (3.3) depends only on the triangulation d 
and not on the specific coordinates rl= Ad A. 
The projection forms in (3.3) have been used to solve various 
isoperimetric problems, including maximizing the volume of projections of 
the regular simplex [9]. We define the uniuersalpolytope 42(d) of d as 
42(d) := conv ‘pA E A R” A is a triangulation of d 
{ d 1 
(3.4) 
Some basic properties of 42!(d) are: 
(a) The oriented matroid of d determines the universal polytope 
42(d), and conversely. 
(b) Every triangulation of J%’ (including the non-regular ones) 
corresponds to a unique vertex of +2(d). 
(c) If the points of & are in general position, then the dimension of 
4?!(d) equals (“;I). 
Property (a) follows directly from the definitions. This contrasts with the 
secondary polytope Z:(d) which may depend on the embedding of d. 
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Property (b) can be proved by noting that if A and A’ are distinct 
triangulations of LX?‘, then 
((PA, (PA,)= c sign(q, ej.>‘= IA n A’1 < IAl = <(PA, CPA). (3.5) 
i.ELlnd’ 
The proof of (c) will be postponed until we discuss bistellar operations. As 
an application of (c), consider the case where d is the vertex set of a 
convex pentagon. Then (b ) implies “2(-d) has 5 vertices, and by (c) its 
dimension is (:) = 4. Hence the universal polytope %!(r;u’) of a convex 
pentagon is a 4-simplex. Note that the secondary polytope Z(d) of a 
convex pentagon is again a convex pentagon. 
For the purpose of this paper the most important property of the univer- 
sal polytope is the existence of a canonical projection onto the secondary 
polytope. Consider the linear map 
f$: /j IF?” + R” 
d 
(PH i ((e,Jcp) 
(3.6) 
A ej, vl)ei, 
r=l 
where “J” denotes left interior multiplication, the adjoint to the linear 
operator given by “A “, defined by the relation (a A 6, c) = (a, b 1 c) for 
a, b, c E A, R” of appropriate degree. 
A d-vector v E A\d R” is said to be simple if it can be written as a wedge 
product of vectors in IL!“, i.e., q =.x, A ... A xd. The set of d-vectors 
obtained from all ,possible bases of a fixed d-subspace of R” form a line 
through the origin in & IF!“. This correspondence between d-subspaces and 
simple d-vectors is the classical Plucker embedding of the Grassmannian. 
Using this, we can give a geometric interpretation of the operations A 
and J. If q and cp are simple, and the corresponding subspaces L and M 
satisfy L n M= 0, then 9 A cp represents the subspace L @ M. Also if 
L’ + M= R”, then r] J cp corresponds to Ll n M [S, Chap. 01. 
Now suppose cp =e,. If ic,?, then (ei ] ei) A e,=e,, and di(e,)= 
(e,, q) is a Plucker coordinate of 9. If i$2, then e, J e, = 0 and di(e2) = 0. 
For a vertex (pd of the universal polytope, (ei J q4) A ei thus eliminates all 
terms in (pd except those corresponding to the link of a, in A. The inner 
product ((e, J (pd) A ei, s) gives the volume of this link in the realization 
of d since (e,,q)=detA,, the maximal minor of A with rows in 2. 
Consequently, #((pd) = #_1. This discussion proves the following result. 
THEOREM 3.1. The secondary polytope Z(d) c R” is the image of the 
universal polytope %(-cP) c A\d R” under the projection 4. 
We next prove a key property of the map in (3.6). 
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where e=e,+ ... +e,. 
Proof It is enough to check the result on a basis vector e, E Ad+ i [w”. 
By (3.6), we obtain 
de Je,)= 1 (e Je,, (ei J?l) * ei>ei. 
isp 
For iEp, the coefficient of ei is 
(e J e,, (ei J rl) A ei> = ljEz+ ,) (ej J e,, (ei J ‘I) A ei>. (3.7) 
I 
Since iep\j in (3.7), this reduces to 
Ijcz,+ii (ej Je,v q)=(e 
However, (e J e,, q ) = 0, since e is 
(-l)d(q Je,,ei). Hence 
d(e Je,)=(-l)d+l i (rl J 
i=l 
which proves the theorem. 1 
NJe,,~>-(eiJe,T~). 
a column of q, and (ei J e,, q ) = 
This theorem can be interpreted as showing that 4 takes d-boundaries to 
the circuit space of the oriented matroid of r,~ 
Next we will prove that the afine hull of C(d) is orthogonal to the 
column space of A. We first need a description of bistellar operations in 
terms of exterior algebra. 
LEMMA 3.3. If A and A’ differ by a bistellar operation on p = 
conv { a,, , . . . . ard+, }, then 
(PA-VA’= ste Je,. 
Proof The bistellar operation on ~1 consists in replacing 01. @ with 
&z ./?, where {a, /I} is the unique partition of (the vertex set of) p such that 
link 0: = a/? and link /I = C% (3.8) 
60718312.3 
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(see [20, Definition (2.2)]). In the forms (pd and (pdf, the join operation “.” 
of complexes is represented by “ A “, and the boundary operation by “e J”. 
Thus 
- C skn(rl, (ei J em) A eg)(ei J eJ A eg. 
iiza 
(3.9) 
Since a permutation of the indices in n will not change the signs of the 
terms in (3.9), we may assume i < j, for all i E c( and for all jE 8. In this case 
e J e, = e, A (e J eB) + (- 1)181 (e J e,) A ep 
= 1 e, A (e, j eB) + (- l)lB’ 1 (ej ] e,) A ea. (3.10) 
ie8 it-r 
Comparing (3.9) with (3.10), we see it suffices to show that 
sign(q, e, A (e, 1 ep)) = -sign(q, (-1)‘“’ (ei ] e,) A es), (3.11) 
for all in CI and for all je B. But this follows from Cramer’s rule, since 
{cr, fl} is the unique Radon partition of n. 1 
In the following lemma, we shall determine aff(&(&)) precisely when d 
is generic. This will also give a proof of (c). 
PROPOSITION 3.4. If d is a point configuration in general position, then 
aff(@(d)) is a translate of/jdee. 
ProoJ Let L = span{q, - (pA, I (pA, (pds E %(-Oe)} be the subspace 
parallel to aff(%!(d)) through the origin. We shall show that L = /jd el. 
Ade’ c L: The space Adel is spanned by /\,e’=span{e Je, 1 /*E 
A(n, d+ l)>. Since d is in general position, for each p~A(n, d+ 1) there 
exist two triangulations A and A’ of conv & which differ by a bistellar 
operation on {a,,, . . . . alld+l }. From Lemma 3.3, e J e,= +(cp,--cp,,) and 
thus e Je,EL. 
LcA\,e’: Let A and A’ be any two triangulation of P = conv d, and 
let cp = (pA - (pA,. Then 
<% q > = (v], (PA > - (% (PA’) = vol(p) - vol(p) = O. (3.12) 
Recall that e is a column of A and so q = q,, A e for some q0 E A\dP i [w”. 
Substituting in (3.12) gives 
O= <a0 A e, cp> = (11~~ e J cp). (3.13) 
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Since LZ? is in general position, both A and A’ will remain triangulations for 
small perturbations of &, and so (3.13) holds in an open neighborhood of 
q0 on G(d- 1, n). It follows that e _I cp = 0 (see, e.g., [9, Theorem 11). The 
proof follows since e J cp = 0 if and only if cp E Ad e’. 1 
COROLLARY 3.5. For LZI in general position, the space aff(Z(&)) is 
orthogonal to the column space of A, the coordinate matrix of d. 
Proof: Since the map q5 which takes q’(d) to C(d) is linear, aff(Z(d)) 
is parallel to 
span(~(eJe,)I~~~(n,d+l)f~span(~Je,I~~~(n,d+l)f (3.14) 
by Propositions 3.2 and 3.4. It was shown in [24] that the vector q J e, in 
(3.14) is an elementary vector of the linear subspace qL c IR”, and that 
all elementary vectors of qL have this form (up to scaling). In order to 
complete the proof, it suffices to observe that q J e, is orthogonal to q, 
which follows immedately from the geometric interpretation of “_I”. 1 
For arbitrary d, the conclusion of Corollary 3.5 follows directly from 
the convex function point of view of Section 2 by observing that each of the 
cones %?(&, A) contains all rj induced by affine functions on P. These are 
precisely the elements of the column space of A. That this is the largest 
subspace contained in these cones follows from the fact that if a function 
and its negative are both convex, then it must be a&e. This general form 
of Corollary 3.5 will also be a direct conclusion of the construction in the 
next section. 
The lexicographic triangulations considered in [2] have the property 
that they will be vertices of the image of 4 for any embedding of the set & 
having the same oriented matroid. The set of all such “intrinsic” triangula- 
tions may be worth further study. 
Finally, it is shown in [lo] that the edges of the secondary correspond 
to triangulations which differ by an operation they call a perestroika. We 
note that these are precisely the “stellar exchange” operations of 
Pachner [20 3. 
4. THE CONSTRUCTION USING GALE TRANSFORMS 
This section gives a self-contained geometric construction of the 
secondary polytope. We identify (IV’)* = lRd with the space of afhne func- 
tions on the set &. The linear transformation Rd + R” defined by the n x d 
matrix A, having rows a,, a*, . . . . a,, takes afftne functions to their values 
on d. The image of A is a d-dimensional linear subspace which is clearly 
contained in the cone %(L%‘, A) for each triangulation A of d. 
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Pick an (n-d) x d matrix B, with columns b,, b2, . . . . 6,, such that 
o- [WdA [w”B’ w-d- 0 (4.1) 
is an exact sequence of R-linear maps. The vector conliguration 
L8= {b,,b,, . . . . b,} is called a Gale transform of d (cf. [13, 18, 251). Note 
that the oriented matroid of $9 is dual to the oriented matroid of &. 
LEMMA 4.1. The convex hull of B contains the origin 0 E Rnpd in its 
interior. 
ProoJ There exists a linear function on Rd which is strictly positive 
on d. Let A= (A,, . . . . 2,) with %,> 0 be the corresponding element of 
Im(A) = Ker(B). Then I, b, + . . . + A, b, is a positive combination of the 
bls giving the zero vector in R”-? m 
Fix a triangulation A of d, and consider the closed convex polyhedral 
cone 
V’(d, A) := (‘) pos{b,r, b,:, . . . . b&, 
rsd 
(4.2) 
where “pas” stands for the positive hull and r* is the complementary index 
set to the facet t = (ri, rZ, . . . . zd) of A, i.e., r u z* = (1, 2, . . . . n}. 
LEMMA 4.2. The map B induces the decomposition 
V(&, A) = Ker(B) 0 V(&‘, A) 
into a d-dimensional linear subspace and an (n - d)-dimensional pointed cone. 
Proof: It follows directly from the definition that the cone %‘(d, A) is 
pointed, which means it contains no non-trivial linear subspace. We need to 
show that a vector II/ E R” is contained in %?(d, A) if and only if its image 
B$ E [Wnpd is contained in %‘(4, A). First observe that 
BI// = f $ibiE pos{b,;, b,;, . . . . b,;eJ 
i=l 
(4.3) 
if and only if 
and 
*:r 2 0, *:f > 0, ..., *:;-, 3 0 (4.4) 
for some vector I,+’ E $ + Ker(B). The piecewise linear function g,,, induced 
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by II/ is convex if and only if for each z E A there exists a global afIine func- 
tion, with value vector I, E Im(A) = Ker(B), such that IJY = Ic/ - I, satisfies 
(4.4). Therefore, II, E %(s%‘, A) is equivalent to (4.3) holding for all z E A, and 
hence equivalent to B1(1 E V(&, A). 1 
We define the pointed secondary fan Y’(d) to be the collection of cones 
%“(&, A) in Rnpd where A ranges over all triangulations of d. By Lemma 
4.2, F’(d) is strongly polytopal if and only if the secondary fan F(a) is 
strongly polytopal. More precisely, if Q’c [Wnpd is a polytope with 
Jr/-(Q’) = Y(d), then O@ Q’ c R” is a polytope with JV(O@ Q’) = F(d). 
This means that the secondary polytopes of d are exactly the polytopes in 
IYpd with normal fan F’(d). 
For each basis p of g we define the cone 
C,=poS(b,,, b,,2, . ..> b,"-,I. 
LEMMA 4.3. Let x E [Wfled be such that x is not contained in the boundary 
of any of the C,. Then the set of d-tuples Qr := {p* 1 XE C,} is a regular 
triangulation of d. 
ProoJ Pick a preimage $ E R” of x under B, and let A be any regular 
triangulation of d such that $ E %?(&‘, A). It suffices to show that A = 0,. 
Consider any index tuple r = (rl, r2, . . . . td). Then r is contained in the 
triangulation A if and only if (4.4) holds. But (4.4) is equivalent to (4.3) 
and therefore to x E C,.. Hence z E A if and only if T* E !SX, which 
completes the proof. 1 
Lemma 4.3 implies that each full-dimensional polyhedral cone of the 
form n, EOX C, is a maximal cell of Y(d), and conversely. In other words, 
S’(d) is the multi-intersection in [Wnpd of all cones C,, where ,u ranges 
over all bases of W. Note that, by matroid duality, the bases of W are 
precisely the complements of basis of d. 
Second Proof of Theorem 1.3. Let p be any basis of 9, p* the com- 
plementary basis of d, and E > 0 a sufficiently small real number. Define 
the convex polytope 
P, := conv(b,,, br2, . . . . bFnmd, E. b,;, E . b,;, . . . . E . bp;). 
We define S$ to be the interior point fan of P, with respect to the origin, 
which is contained in the interior of P, by Lemma 4.1. By Proposition 1.2 
(l), Fp is the normal fan of the polar polytope P;f. 
All facets of gp are unions of cones C,. for bases p’ of 8, which means, 
by Lemma 4.3, that 9’(d) is a refinement of the fan Sp. By the choice of 
E, conv(b,,, b,,2, . . . . bpne,) is a facet of P,, and hence C, is a maximal cone 
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in pp. The pointed secondary fan can therefore be written as the inter- 
section 
F’(d)= n s$. 
p basis of d 
Proposition 1.2 (2) now implies that 
We have proved that the Minkowski sum C, Pz is a secondary 
polytope. 1 
Actually, Proposition 1.2 implies that the P,“‘s in (4.5) can be replaced 
by arbitrary homothetic images crP,*. This describes the degrees of 
freedom in choosing a secondary polytope. 
COROLLARY 4.4. A polytope is a secondary polytope of d (fund only if 
it is a translate of C,, c,P,*E Wed for some choice of positive numbers c,,. 
We close this section by describing the secondary of the cyclic 4-polytope 
P with 8 vertices JYZ = {(I, i, i2, i3, i4)E R’: i= 1,2, . . . . 81. By Gale’s even- 
ness criterion ([13, 26]), the facets of P=conv(&‘) are the following: 
1234 1238 1245 1256 1267 1278 1348 1458 1568 1678 
2345 2356 2367 2378 3456 3467 3478 4567 4578 5678. 
Let sZ?= {b,, b2, . . . . b8) c R3 be a Gale transform of s!. We will represent 
93 by an affine Gale diagram as in [25]. The resulting planar diagram is 
given in [25, Fig. l] and in Fig. 2 below. We think of Fig. 2 as the 
northern hemisphere of a configuration on the 2-sphere. The points 
1, 3, 5, 7 are contained in the northern hemisphere, while the points 
2,4,6, 8 are contained in the southern hemisphere. However, these four 
southern points are represented on the northern hemisphere by their - - - - 
antipodal points 2, 4, 6, 8. 
Now consider the pointed secondary fan F’(d) in R3, which is the 
multi-intersection of all cones pas{ bi, b,, bk}, where 1 < i < j < k < 8. The 
resulting cell decomposition of the northern hemisphere is depicted in 
Fig. 2, while the cell decomposition of the southern hemisphere is obtained 
by symmetry. Altogether we get a polyhedral subdivision of the 2-sphere 
with 40 faces, 64 edges, and 26 vertices. Nine of the vertices (denoted 1, 3, 
5, 7, a, b, c, d, e) are contained in the northern hemisphere, nine vertices 
(including 2, 4, 6, 8) are in the southern hemisphere, and eight vertices 
(denoted f, g, h, i,j, k, 1, m) are on the equator, which is the line at infinity 
for the &me diagram in Fig. 2. Eight vertices are 7-valent, and 18 vertices 
are 4-valent. 
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FIG. 2. Afline diagram of the secondary fan of the cyclic Cpolytope with 8 vertices. 
These 40 faces are the maximal cells of the pointed secondary fan F’(d) 
and hence they correspond to the regular triangulations of the cyclic 
polytope P. Note that there are 32 triangular faces and 8 quadrilateral 
faces. We can use (4.2) to read off the regular triangulations A of P corre- 
sponding to the regions in Figure 2. Here are two examples. Consider the 
triangular region with vertices 3, 5, b. This region is the intersection of 
the positive bases 
567 378 358 356 237 235 178 158 156 123 
on the sphere. The corresponding triangulation A,,,,, of P consists of all 
4-simplices with complementary index sets, i.e., 
A 3,5,b = { 12348,12456,12467,12478, 14568,14678, 
23456,23467,23478,45678}. 
A 3.5.b is the vertex triangulation of P which is obtained by joining vertex 4 
with all facets in its antistar. This can also been seen from the fact that 4 
is contained in the region in question. 
Let us now move to the adjacent region with vertices a, 3, 5. Crossing 
the line 35 corresponds to performing the bistellar operation supported on 
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FIG. 3. Secondary polytope of the cyclic 4-polytope with 8 vertices. 
the complementary index set 124678. The resulting regular triangulation of 
the cyclic polytope P equals 
A 3,5.a = { 12348, 12456, 12468, 12678, 14568,23456, 
23467,23478,24678,45678 >. 
The index sets involved in this bistellar operation are underlined in each 
case. In this manner we can easily construct all 40 regular triangulations 
of P. 
The cell decomposition 9’(d) is polar to the secondary polytope Z(d) 
of the cyclic 4-polytope with 8 vertices. This shows that C(&‘) is a 
3-polytope with 40 vertices, 64 edges and 26 facets. Eight of the facets are 
heptagons and 18 of the facets are quadrilaterals; 32 of the 40 vertices are 
3-valent (corresponding to regular triangulations which admit three 
bistellar switches), while eight vertices are 4-valent (corresponding to 
regular triangulations with four possible bistellar switches). A Schlegel 
diagram of Z(d) is shown in Fig. 3. 
5. ON THE COMPLEXITY OF SECONDARY POLYTOPES 
In this section we determine upper and lower bounds for the number 
of faces of the secondary polytope C(d), and we discuss an optimal 
algorithm for computing its vertices and face lattice from the input data 
SS’ c Rd. Our complexity bounds are sharp when d is the vertex set of a 
generic Lawrence polytope [ 11. 
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Here the main idea is a reduction to the well-understood case of 
hyperplane arrangements. As is customary, any (finite) arrangement of 
hyperplanes # in I@’ is naturally identified with its polyhedral cell complex 
whose D-cells are the connected components of RD\( U 2). An arrange- 
ment X is said to be central if all hyperplanes pass through the origin in 
RD. In this case it is convenient to identify antipodal regions and to think 
of % as an arrangement in projective (D - 1)-space. A hyperplane arrange- 
ment in affine or projective D-space is called simple if every vertex is 
incident to precisely D hyperplanes. 
For a comprehensive study of hyperplane arrangements from an 
enumerative point of view we refer to the monograph [27]. The following 
formulas due to Buck [4] follows as a special case from Zaslavsky’s results 
(see [27, Sect. 5E]). 
PROPOSITION 5.1 (Buck). (1) The number of K-cells in a simple 
arrangement ~8 of N hyperplanes in projective D-space equals fK(S) = 
Cil=“62’(DN2i)(DD-~)=O(DD--+1ND). 
(2) The number of bounded K-cells in a simple arrangement S of N 
hyperplanes in alline D-space equals f r( S) = (D + 1 )/( N + K - D)( E)( b”, 1 ). 
As in the previous section, let g = {b,, b,, . . . . b,} c lQflpd be a Gale 
transform of the given alline point set d = {a,, a2, . . . . a,,} c Rd. The k-faces 
of the secondary polytope C(d) are in one-to-one correspondence with the 
(n - d- k)-cells of its normal fan, the pointed secondary fan 9(d) in 
WPd (in this section we omit the “prime”). In Lemma 4.3 we saw that 
Y(a) can be obtained as the multi-intersection of all simplicial cones 
C, = pas{ b,, , b,,, . . . . b,-,), where /J ranges over all bases of %9. 
Now let Xa denote the central arrangement in llVmd consisting of all 
hyperplanes which are spanned by subsets of W of rank n - d - 1. If z&’ and 
hence .?8 are in general position, then the number N of hyperplanes in Xa 
is N= (,-z-i); otherwise we have Nc(.-z-,). Let J5YB denote the 
zonotope which is the Minkowski sum of the N unit line segments 
perpendicular to the N hyperplanes in Xa. 
LEMMA 5.2. (1) The arrangement Zg refines the pointed secondary fan 
F(d); i.e+ 9(d) < ZB. 
(2) The secondary polytope C(d) is a Minkowski summand of the 
zonotope S?@, i.e., Z(SZ?) < 5Yg. 
(3) ZfW = -a, then equality holds in both (1) and (2). 
Proof. Every linearly independent (n - d- 1)-element subset {bYI, . . . . 
b v,-d-,1 ofg d e mes a linear form l,(x) = det(b,,, . . . . bYned-,, x) on W-r! By f 
definition, ,%a is the arrangement consisting of the hyperplanes (IV(x) = 0). 
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Given any basis p of g’, then the cone C, is the intersection of n-d 
supporting half-spaces of the form (IV(x) 80). Each maximal cell of the 
pointed secondary fan F(d) is an intersection of C,‘s and can therefore be 
written as the intersection of half-spaces {I,(x) >, O}. This proves claim (1). 
Statement (2) follows directly from Proposition 1.2. To see statement (3), 
note that each cell of X& is of the form 
? {xl kL(x)>O} = n (‘) {xl fdet(b,,, . .. . kmd-,, ~1~0) Ir VCP 
= n pas{ +b,,, kbp,,, . . .. kb,nm,3 P 
for suitable choice of the signs of the b,. Thus if g = -g, then every 
maximal region of %g can be written as an intersection of the positive hulls 
CA of bases I of g, which proves (3). 1 
We remark that the converse of (3) does not hold. By adding one 
suitable vector to the centrally symmetric set ,@ in Example 5.6, we can 
obtain a Gale transform 3 of a 5-polytope P=conv(d) with 9 vertices 
such that P is not a Lawrence polytope (defined below) but its secondary 
polytope equals the zonotope Ta = Ta = C(d). 
By combining Proposition 5.1 with Lemma 5.2 we shall obtain the 
desired upper bounds for the face numbers of secondary polytopes. We 
abbreviate K:=n-d-l-k, N:=(,-;-,), and D:=n-d-l. The 
number of k-faces of .X(d) equals the number of (K+ 1)-cells of F(d), 
and, by Lemma 5.2 (1 ), this number is bounded above by the number of 
(K+ 1)-cells of Ye,. Since *B is a central arrangement of at most N hyper- 
planes in RD+‘, the number of its (K+ 1)-cells is bounded above by twice 
the number of K-cells of a simple arrangement of N hyperplanes in projec- 
tive D-space. This number is given in Proposition 5.1, and we conclude the 
following. 
THEOREM 5.3. The number of k-dimensional faces of the secondary 
polytope E(d) c lFFd of an affine point set d = (a,, a2, . . . . a,> c Rd 
satisfies the inequality 
If we regard the input dimension d as a constant, then we get a singly 
exponential lower bound already in the case d = 3. If & is the vertex set of 
a convex n-gon, then by [16] the number of vertices of the associahedron 
C(d) equals (l/(n - 1 ))( $:,“) = Q(n”- 3 ). 
upper bound O(n(” ~ *I’) 
Here our singly exponential 
is only off by the square in the exponent. 
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We will next describe a construction which gives a tight lower bound 
when the dimension r :=n - d of the secondary polytope is considered 
fixed. Let d = {a,, a2, . . . . ad+r } c Rd be an afftne (d - 1 )-dimensional point 
set, and suppose that r is a constant. Now Theorem 5.3 can be rephrased 
as a polynomial upper bound in d for the size of the face lattice of Z(d). 
COROLLARY 5.4. The number of faces of the secondary polytope Z(a) c 
IR’ is bounded above by c(r) . d”- ‘)‘, where c(r) is a constant which depends 
on r. 
A (d - I)-polytope P = conv(d) with d + r vertices is called a Lawrence 
polytope if it has a centrally symmetric Gale transform g c R’, i.e., if 
d+r=2s is even (s>r) and W= {b,, b, ,..., b,, -b,, -b2 ,..., -b,} for 
some vector contiguration {b,, b2, . . . . b,}. (See [ 1 ] for details). We call P 
a generic Lawrence pofytope if, in addition, the configuration (b,, b2, . . . . b,) 
is in generic position in IR’. Here we mean by “generic” that the coor- 
dinates of these s vectors are algebraically independent over the rational 
numbers. Note, conversely, that a generic spanning vector configuration 
{b,, b2, . . . . b,} E R’ defines a generic Lawrence polytope of dimension 
2s - r - 1 with 2s vertices. Hence there exist (d - 1 )-dimensional generic 
Lawrence polytopes with d + r vertices, whenever d + r is even and r d d. 
LEMMA 5.5. Let d= {a,, a,, . . . . ffdtr>C Rd be the vertex set of a 
generic Lawrence polytope, and let 2s = r + d. Then the secondary polytope 
C(d) c R’ is a zonotope with 
L(r-lPJ 




k-dimensional faces for k = 0, 1, . . . . r -2. The number of facets of .X(d) 
equals 
L(r- 1)/2J 
f,-l(C(4)=2. C (r~~f2j)(r~~~“) 
j=O 
-2.s.[(~3-1]. 
Proof: The Gale transform of d is a centrally symmetric vector con- 
figuration &Y = {b,, b2, . . . . b,, - bl, - b2, . . . . -b,} c R’ in generic position. 
By Lemma 5.2 (3), the secondary fan 4(d) equals the hyperplane 
arrangement Xa, and the secondary polytope Z(d) equals the zonotope 
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~3?~. We need to compute the numberfk(ZYa) which is equal to the number 
of (r-k&ells of the central r-dimensional arrangement SB. Let S& 
denote the induced arrangement in projective (r - 1 )-space. In this projec- 
tive (r - 1)-space we select a hyperplane not containing any vertex of XB 
to be “at infinity.” 
Let Ui( r, S) be the number of i-cells in a simple arrangement of (.i_) 
hyperplanes in projective (r - 1 )-dimensional space. If the arrangement Y& 
were simple, then fk(ZZ’,,) = 2 . U,-,- ](r, s). However, $‘3 is not simple 
unless r = s, which is a trivial case. 
Suppose for the moment that r < S. Then the vectors 6,, . . . . b, do not 
correspond to simple vertices of s??~. However, since 98 was chosen to be 
generic all other vertices of $a are simple. If we perturb the arrangement 
$a slightly, so that it becomes simple, then we create additional bounded 
regions around each vertex bj. The number of hyperplanes passing through 
each bj equals (; 1 i). Let Vi (r, S) denote the number of bounded i-cells in an 
arrangement of ( “,I:) hyperplanes in uffine (r - 1)-dimensional space. The 
process of perturbing s?!! to a simple arrangement creates V,(r, s) new 
i-dimensional regions around each vertex b, for i = 1,2, . . . . r - 1. This 
implies that 
fk(~~)=2.U,-k~l(r,s)-2.s.V,-k~l(r,s) for k = 0, 1, . . . . r - 2. 
For i= 0 we have to discount the vertex b, (which itself is a bounded 
O-dimensional region), and we get 
Since Vi (s, S) = 0, these two formulas are also valid in the special case r = s. 
From Proposition 5.1 we find that 
and 
This completes the proof of Lemma 5.5. 1 
To illustrate the formula in Lemma 5.5, we consider the smallest non- 
trivial example of a 4-dimensional Lawrence polytope. 
EXAMPLE 5.6. Let ZZ? = {ai, a2, . . . . a,} c R5 be the set of vertices of a 
prism over a tetrahedron, conv(&) = A, x A,. This 4-polytope is a generic 
Lawrence polytope because its Gale transform equals 99 = { 6, , b,, b,, b4, 
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-b,, -b,, -b3, -64) c R3, where the vectors bI , b2, b,, b4 are in general 
position (see [25, Fig. 43). (In this easy example there is no difference 
between “general position” and “generic position”.) The secondary 
polytope is a 3-dimensional zonotope with 6 zones. We can write 
Z(A,xA3)=~~={,Iii~bixbj~R3: O+<l, l<i<j<4}, 
where bi x bj denotes the ordinary cross product of vectors in 3-space. We 
compute the face numbers of Z(d, x AX) by specializing r = 3 and s = 4 in 
Lemma 5.5. The secondary polytope X(A, x A3) has 24 vertices, 36 edges, 
and 14 facets. In particular, there are 24 regular triangulations of the prism 
over the tetrahedron. 
With the same argument we can easily compute the f-vector of the 
secondary polytope of A, x A, (the prism over the d-simplex) for any d. It 
is an important open problem to determine the secondary polytopes of 
general products of simplices [lo, Sect. 7, Remark (d)]. 
In Example 5.6 we can see that the face numbers of E(A , x A3) are 
smaller than the face numbers of the secondary polytope of the cyclic 
4-polytope with 8 vertices (determined in Section 4). However, when r is 
fixed and d + oc, then the secondary polytopes of generic Lawrence 
polytopes have the maximum number of faces. 
THEOREM 5.7. Let F,(d) denote the maximum number of faces of a 
secondary polytope C(d) c R’ as d ranges over all (d+ r)-element sets in 
Rd. There exist constants cl(r) and c*(r) (depending on the dimension) such 
that cl(r). d”- ‘I2 d F,(d) < cz(r) . d”- I)*. 
Proof The upper bound was proved in Corollary 5.4. The lower bound 
is clear for r = 1 and r = 2; for r > 3, we use Lemma 5.5. First observe that 
there exist generic Lawrence polytopes for fixed r and d + co whenever 
d+ r is even. Consider the term corresponding to j= 0 in the sums of 
Lemma 5.5. This term equals 
((‘~~l)(r; l), 
and hence it is bounded below by c(r, k) . d”- l)*. All other terms in this 
sum are of lower order in d. The negative correction term can easily be 
bounded above by c’(r, k) + d (r-22)r Hence the number of k-faces is bounded . 
below by c”(r, k) . d (‘-I)* Here c, c’, c” are constants depending on r . 
and k. 1 
From this analysis we also get an optimal algorithm for computing the 
face lattice of the secondary polytope c(a) (when its dimension r is 
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regarded as a constant). We refer to the book of Edelsbrunner [6] for a 
precise notion of geometric algorithms and their complexity. In particular, 
in [6, Chap. 73 we find the following result due to Edelsbrunner, 
O’Rourke, and Seidel [7]. 
PROPOSITION 5.8 (Edelsbrunner, O’Rourke, and Seidel). The face lattice 
of an afflne arrangement 2 of N hyperplanes in iRD can be computed in 
0( ND) time. 
As a result we get that the face lattice of a central arrangement X of N 
hyperplanes in Iw’ can be computed in O(N’- ‘) time. As can be seen from 
[6, Chap. 71, this algorithm also generates a test point in the relative 
interior of each cell of Z at the same cost. 
In order to compute the face lattice of the secondary polytope C(d), we 
proceed as follows. We first compute a Gale transform 9? for &. This can 
be done in O(c(r) . d3) time. Then we compute the arrangement J$, which 
requires O((:Z$-‘) = O(c’(r) .d”- ‘j2) time. Finally, we need to identify 
k-cells of %& which correspond to the same k-cell of 9(d). We now 
sketch a method for performing this identification in time O(c”(r) .d”- ‘)‘). 
All details (e.g., efficient data structures, etc.) will be omitted here. 
For every (r - 1)-cell (or subfacet) F of 3$ we need to decide whether 
F should be removed. To do so, consider all linearly independent 
(r - 1 )-element subsets {b,, , . . . . bv7-, > of a. If F is not contained in any 
pos{b,,, . . . . b,-, >, then we remove F, otherwise we keep it. The time 
required for each of the O(d”- ‘)‘) containment tests depends only on the 
dimension r. We conclude this section by stating our main computational 
result. 
COROLLARY 5.9. The face lattice of the secondary polytope C(&‘) c R’ 
of an affine point set zxt’ = {a,, a,, . . . . ad+ ,.} c Rd can be computed in optimal 
O(d”P”Z) time, when r is regarded as a constant. 
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